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I. PRE -FLIGHT PREPARATION.  

(a) EXTERNAL CHECKS  

--Before entering the cockpit, a detailed inspection of the sailplane for proper condition should be carried out 
by the pilot.  This inspection should include the following specific items: 

I. Check the glider log book for serviceability state.  

II. Examine the sailplane for external damage.  Remove pitot cover or plug if fitted.  

IV. Check that a wing and tai1p1ane attachment and control assembly pins are secure 

V. Check that all detachable panels are secure.  

VI Check that the under-carriage is lowered, and that the type and oleo are normally inflated [tyre pressure 37 Ib./sq.in.  
(2,8 kp/sq cm), oleo 470 +/- 15 Ib./sq.in.  (33 +/- 1 kp. /sq.cm)]  

VII. Check that the canopy jettison lever has not been operated accidentally.  and that the sealing wire is intact.  

VIII Inspect the cockpit hood for damage and, clean it and demist the interior if necessary. 

IX. Check the controls, flaps, air brakes, and trim control for full and free movement and operation in the correct sense. 

X. Inspect the cockpit, including instruments, for proper condition, and make sure that the safety harnesses are not 
damaged and are securely attacked to the glider.  Remove all loose articles not wanted in flight and, if the sailplane is to 
be flown solo, secure the rear safety harness and seat cushions.  

(b) PRE TAKE-OFF CHECKS (refer to Figs. 1 and 2 for location of numbered items)  

L Safety Harness: Enter the cockpit and fasten the safety harness, insuring that it is fully and tightly fitted.   

II. Rudder controls: The position of the rudder pedals should be adjusted with the pilot fully strapped in so "that each 
pedal can be moved comfortably to the full extent of its travel without either foot having to be removed from the pedals.  

The position of the rudder pedals in the front cockpit can be adjusted by means of the handle (25) on the cockpit floor 
just in front of the base of the control column.  In the rear cockpit, adjustment to one of three possible positions may be 
obtained by first removing the locking pin on the back of each pedal (2).  

III Trim: Check the trim tab control (5) for full and free movement, and set to a position slightly forward of neutral or as 
otherwise may be determined by experience.  

IV. Flaps and Air Brakes: Check the air brakes (3) and flaps (4) for full and free movement, ensuring that the air brakes 
are fully retracted and the flaps set to the desired position for take-off.  

V. Cable Release: Check the cable release mechanism for proper functioning by operating the release handle (8).  

VI. Instruments: Set the barometric pressure scale on the altimeter (17} to the required reading by means of the knob 
(18).  Check that the variometers (11 and 12) read zero.  
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Functioning.  If an electric artificial horizon is fitted, switch it on for a short period in order to check it 
for proper functioning (refer to Para. 5 for more detailed information regarding the use of ht LUN 1202 
artificial horizon). 
 
VII.  Flight Controls:  Both the control column and the ruder pedals should be checked again for and 
free movement in all directions.  When checking the aileron controls, the wing tip should be lifted clear 
of the ground so as to prevent damage to the aileron. 
 
VIII Wheel Brake: Check the wheel brake lever (6) for free movement, and ensure that it is in the fully 
off position. 
 
IX Cockpit hood;  Check that the cockpit hood is properly closed and locked. 

1. Control column.  2. Rudder pedals.  3. Air brake control.  4. Flap control.  5. Elevator trim tab control.  6. Wheel brake lever.  7. 
Towing cable release handle.  9. Airspeed indicator.  10. Compass.  11. Variometer 0-5 m/sec 12.  Variometer 0-15 m/sec or 0-30 m/
sec.  13. Turn and slip indicator  14. Artificial Horizon. 15. A/H aircraft silhouette height adjusting knob.  16. A/H caging knob. 17. 
Altimeter. 18. Altimeter barometric pressure adjustment knob.  19. A/H “on/off” push button  20. Turn indicator switch.  21. 
Compass correction card.  22. Battery circuit breaker (on sailplanes up to 21st series only).  22a. Battery circuit breaker (on sailplanes 
of 22d series and upwards 23. Clock 24 Ventilator. 25 Rudder pedal adjustment handle 26 Table of operating limits 
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1 to 21 inclusive – are items identical to those shown in Fig 1.  Item 12. Variometer 0-115 or 0-30 m/sec. Is installed in this cockpit only 
at the special request of the customer.  In addition a first aid box is installed on the right hand side of this cockpit just under the 

instrument panel.  

2. WINCH LAUNCHING. If original towing-bridle is used, the maximum weak link strength is 2,000 
1b. - (910 kp).  
For maximum launch height, the side-towing bridle should be used. To reduce the possibility of “whip-
ping" the towing-bridle should be laid out in front of the sailplane before launching. During take-off, as 
the control loads are very light, care should be taken not to climb too steeply at a low airspeed, and. it is 
important when releasing the cable to pull the release handle fully so as to allow the cable hooks to fall 
off.  

The nose hook, which embodies a back release mechanism, also may be used for winch launching. Partial 
flap may be used during winch launching, if desired, in order to reduce the take-off run. A.speed of 54 
knots (100 km/hr.) should not be exceeded if the flaps are extended, or 65 knots (120 km/hr.) with the 
flaps retracted.  
The recommended speed for winch launching is 43-54 knots (80--100 km,'hr.). 7  
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3. AERO-TOWING  
(a) TAKE-OFF The take-off technique by aero-tow is entirely conventional The tow rope should be 
attached to the front hook only. Partial flap may be used, if required, to shorten the take-off run. In the 
initial stages of the take-off, the flap lever may tend to creep towards the flaps down position. The lever 
should be steadied, therefore, with the left hand until flying speed has been attained. Thereafter the flaps 
will hold whatever position is selected.  
The elevator trim control should be set in a position slightly forward of neutral, and re-set on tow as 
required. The change of trim when flaps or wheel are retracted is negligible.  
 
(b) CLIMBING  
If partial flap has been used for take-off, the .flaps should be retracted when at a safe  
height or before a speed of 60 knots (110 km/hr.) IAS is reached. ° ..  
 
(c) LEVEL FLIGHT  
The maximum speed for aero-towing is 76 knots (140 km/hr.). 0.  
 
(d) DESCENDING A satisfactory rate of descent (approx. 200 ft./min. or 2 m/sec.) can be obtained 
when the towing aircraft is flown at airspeed of 54 knots (100 km/hr.).  
 
4. MANOEUVRING  
Partial flap should be used when turning in weak thermals so as to reduce the radius of turn and improve 
handling characteristics at low indicated airspeed.  
 
5. OPERATION OF THE LUN 1202 ARTIFICIAL HORIZON  
(see Figs. 1 and 2)  
To operate the LUN 1202 Artificial Horizon, switch on the main "circuit breaker (22 or 22a as 
appropriate) and press the push button (19). This should be carried out prior to take-off with the 
instrument caged (ie red warning flag showing).  
When the gyro is functioning correctly, a light will appear in a slot in the dial approximately 1.5 minutes 
after the instrument is switched on. To uncage, pull the right-hand knob (16) when the warning flag will 
disappear. The instrument should not be uncaged until the sailplane is in level flight, and the gyro always 
should be caged before switching off. The left hand knob (15) may be used to adjust the height of the 
aircraft silhouette.  
In an emergency, the gyro may be uncaged in level flight only 15 seconds after it has been switched on 
but, in this case, indications may not be very accurate and reliable indications will not be obtained until 
the glow discharge tube lights up.  
 
6. STALLING AND SPINNING  
Pre-stall/spin checks (refer to Figs. 1 and 2) :  
Height: sufficient for recovery .  
Look-out: no other aircraft in the vicinity, especially below.  
Trim (5): neutral  
Air Brakes and Flaps (3&4) retracted and secured.  
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Perrformance Charistics (British System of units) 
 

V1 = Indicated Airspeed 
W= vertical airspeed in feet per minute 
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 L-13 Blanik Weight and 
Balance information. 
Leftvertical axis  is 
Weight front seat, 
 
/bottin axus  is weight in 
rear seat. 
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